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ABSTRACT

A new stereological problem, unfolding the bivariate size-orientation distribution of platelike
particles from vertical uniform random sections, is solved. While the theoretical double integral
equation has been derived by Gokhale(1995), here \ve proceed by discretization. The input
histogram of planar size-orientation parameters is transformed to the desired histogram of spatial
quantities. The discretized equation is solved by means of an EM~algorithm.
Practical application \vl1en investigating the damage initiation process in metal matrix compos-
ites follows. The data measured by an image analyser are transformed and some important
parameters are derived from the bivariate distribution.
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INTRODUCTION

Modern stereological sampling techniques in biology since 1984 make use of three-dimensional
probes. In material science up to exceptional cases, preparation of such probes is connected with
a tremendous experimental effort. Therefore still classical methods based on an information
from a single section plane are of interest. VVhen estimating the geometry of phase particles the
assumption of shape is then necessary. This is i11 practice often only an approximation, however,
usually statistical methods are robust with respect to slight deviations of this assumption.
The unfolding problems in stereology connect geometrical parameters of random particles with
those of planar particle sections. For specific shapes of particles, integral equations between
corresponding spatial and planar probability distributions are known. I/Vhen the geometry of
particles is described by two parameters, equations for bivariate distributions are of interest.
The problem ofisotropic random spheroidal particles was solved by Cruz»Orive(1976), express-
ing the size-shape distribution of spheroids by means of the size~shape distribution of ellipses in
the section plane. For polyhedral particles further methods (Ohser and Miicklich, 1995) were ob»
tained by concerning the size~shape and size-number distribution, number denoting the number
of edges. Even if sections of such particles are irregular and analytical equation is not available,
an ingenious method using simulation of sections was suggested.
Here we solve a new type of bivariate unfolding problem of size and orientation for platelike
particles with circular shape, where the spatial orientation is represented by colatitude from












